Please Note: Database subscriptions are not included in the Softlink Federated Search subscription. Please consult your chosen database provider regarding pricing.

Federated Search

A perfectly integrated, true federated search engine with access to over 1600 popular research databases for Oliver v5 users.

Oliver v5’s Federated Search allows you to search multiple data sources, including your local catalogue, in real time, direct from the Oliver v5 search screen. It’s a deeply integrated, cost effective solution that streamlines searching.

Benefits of Oliver v5 Federated Search:

- User experience is streamlined, you don’t have to link to a third party product interface to do your search.
- Retrieve the most up-to-date, real time information, rather than relying on indexed data that could be out of date.
- Eliminate the effort and expense of indexing all of your searchable content.
- Unlock the value of your subscription databases.

Oliver v5’s Federated Search integrates with popular sources such as ClickView, Britannica, EBSCO, InfoBase and more. View the complete list of databases [here](http://softlinkint.com/edu).

Contact your local Softlink office for more information.

Softlink Australia
T: 1800 777 037
E: sales@softlinkint.com

Softlink Europe
T: +44 1993 883 401
E: sales@softlink.co.uk

softlinkint.com/edu